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YASA Headquarter, 2nd Floor,Akl Bldg, St.Rock Street, 

Hazmieh, Lebanon

P.O.Box: 45083- Hazmieh,Lebanon 

Tel  : + 961 5 452587  Fax: + 961 5 952587

Website : www.yasa.org  - Email : yasa@yasa.org

www.facebook.com/yasalebanon  -  Twitter:@yasalebanon
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1- YASA - Background

 The death of Tarek Assi and Andre Akl led to the 
establishment of YASA.

 I was studying Engineering at the American University of 
Beirut when I lost my friend in a car crash.  This huge shock 
initiated a spark which changed my life.

In October 1993, Tarek Assi and I met for the first time during 
the entrance examinations for the Faculty of Engineering at the 
American University of Beirut.  After we both got accepted to the 
same faculty, we found out the we lived in the 
same village of Hazmieh and at a very close 
distance. Therefore, we decided to take 
turns in driving to the university.  The days 
and months passed by, and with the tough 
studying atmosphere, a strong friendship 
grew between us, based on mutual respect 
and loyalty. 

On August 18, 1994, Tarek drove me 
home and continued to his parents’ house in 
his mother’s native village, Saghbeen in West Bekaa of Lebanon, 
while I also went to my parents’ summer house in Ehden, North 
of Lebanon. Tarek and I each went to our summer houses to 
complete the reading period, in order to be well prepared for the 
final exams which were the following week. 

During the four days in which I stayed in Ehden studying, I 
received a surprising visit from someone I did not know and had 
with him someone who asked me about a classmate of mine 
called Tarek Assi.  The question about Tarek made me talk 
endlessly about my friendship with him and I also mentioned 
that he was my best friend and that we used to car pool to the 
university.  The visit ended but the visitors did not say a word to 
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me and I did not realize what was going on at the time.
The following Monday, when back in Hazmieh, I drove as usual 

to pick Tarek up to go to the university for our exams. I reached 
his house and started calling him but no one showed up except 
some neighboring faces looking out of their windows.  I recall 
seeing a death notification paper with a photo on it, but I did not 
get close to read it.  After waiting some time with no answer, I left 
to the university.

When I reached the university, I learnt from friends that Tarek 
had passed away in a car crash on the road to Saghbeen.  

At that point, I understood the surprising visit and the fact that 
the visitor had driven a long way to tell me the bad news, but 
when they saw me talking about Tarek the way I did, they could 
no longer deliver the message. It also occurred to me that the 
obituary with the photo was for Tarek. 

With great grief, I drove to Terboul (in the Bekaa Region), 
Tarek’s village, to mourn his parents for their 
loss.  It was the Assi’s looked at me as if they 
were seeing Tarek again. 

The loss of such a dear friend had a great 
impact on me.  I decided that I do not want 
this death to go forgotten.   Some friends and 
I gathered some money and built a monument 
in the place of the crash in memory of Tarek.  
Then we started doing awareness talks about 
traffic crashes and their impact in the university.  This initiative 
was later on transferred to other universities. 

Within the same year, my cousin “Andre Akl” also passed 
away in a tragic car crash. This was enough for me; I decided 
to establish a Non Governmental Organization, but the approval 
was not acquired before 1996.  The organization was then called: 
Youth Association for Social Awareness – YASA.
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Ziad M. Akl
Founder of YASA

From the universities to other parts of Lebanon the work 
progressed.  Soon members from the organization started 
appearing over media to raise awareness. Now YASA has its 
own radio and TV talk shows.  In 2001, we started spreading 
outside Lebanon.  Now, in 2013, YASA is actively present in 
many countries with thousands of volunteers.

Our Volunteers are: public health professionals, doctors, 
dentists, engineers, lawyers, business people, students, victims 
and more. We are often asked: “What keeps you going?” or 
“How come you never give up” and our answer is simply that we 
lose innocent lives through unintentional injuries everyday and 
this is what gives us momentum to work hard to help save those 
innocent lives that could be saved.

YASA is an International Non-Governmental Organization 
seeking to create a greater level of safety awareness and 
commitment from all people in order to reduce the global 
burden of unintentional injuries caused by road accidents. YASA 
supports strategies to improve international cooperation for 
safety promotion and injury prevention. The organization which 
took off in 2002 in Lebanon has built successful effectives with 
many public and private agencies in the region, especially with 
media and educational institutions.

 
YASA works to persuade policy-makers and decision-makers 

of the immediate necessity to treat Injury Prevention as a major 
public health issue and to adopt the universal concept of 6Es, 
based on cross-sectoral collaboration, as a new approach to 
reduce RTI.
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YASA Social Activities
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YASA Meetings
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2-  YASA Partnerships

•   Collaboration with Local Authorities and Municipalities  
around the globe

Since it was established in 1996, YASA built extensive 
partnership with local authorities and municipalities in organizing 
joint activities to raise public awareness about safety promotion 
and injury prevention. On the other hand, professional trainers 
from YASA have contributed to provide professional training to 
traffic police about better communication with the public, traffic 
law enforcement, and about safety promotion in general. YASA 
is trying to dissimilate the concept of safe community according 
to the WHO model. 

One of the live examples that YASA has established is, the 
cooperation with Sanaa municipality in Yemen, to train and 
provide education curriculum to traffic police about better 
communication with the public, traffic law enforcement, and 
about safety promotion in general which took place during 
January 2011. 

As for Lebanon, around 700 traffic police from major 
municipalities graduated from YASA program about the 
aforementioned topics.

 • Collaboration with the Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities in Lebanon

  The MOIM is concerned with Lebanon’s interior policy that is 
developing, coordinating, implementing and preserving order and 
security: of the provinces, districts, municipalities, independent 
municipal funds, mayors, elective councils, other local elected or 
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nominated councils, villages, political parties and associations. 
The MOIM manages personal status, refugees’ affairs, as well 
as civil defense, vehicle and traffic affairs. The MOIM is seen by 
many as the main agency responsible for road safety.

Since 2001, YASA has worked with the ministry of interior in 
the following aspect:

1-  Improvement of the driver examination status through 
efforts to fight corruption and bribes.

2-  Building programs to train traffic police about law 
enforcement.

3-  Organizing joint public awareness campaign about road 
safety.
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YASA visits to the Ministers of Interior in Lebanon.
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•Lebanese Council for Development and Reconstruction 
(CDR)

The CDR is a public authority established in 1977 to be the 
Government unit responsible for development and reconstruction. The 
CDR was “granted unprecedented powers to avoid any administrative 
routine that could slow down the reconstruction process, especially in 
the financial field”. The main tasks of the CDR are:

• Preparing general plan for the country, investment and 
implementation programs for reconstruction and development projects.

• Mobilizing external financing for priority projects within the 
investment plans.

• Implementing projects by appointment from the Council for 
Ministers.

• Taking action in rehabilitation the public administration and 
reconstruction of the infrastructure and negotiating foreign financing 
agreements.

The CDR has developed a long-term development plan, including 
meeting urgent social needs, equitable regional development, 
supporting productive sectors and completing ongoing projects. By the 
end of 2001 work was ongoing or had been completed with a value of 
almost USD 6 billion.

MP. Daccach presents Trophy to the President 
of CDR Mr. Nabil El-Jesr.
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The value of contracts signed concerning “Roads and 
highways & Public transport” between 1992 and the end of 2001 
amount to about USD 880 million. The contracts concern access 
roads to the Beirut ring road, rehabilitation of suburb roads, and 
rehabilitation of primary and secondary roads.  

The CDR is responsible for road projects allocated to it by the 
Council of Ministers. It is also responsible for the safety of its road 
projects and follows similar procedures to the MPWT and PIU. It 
also does not include independent safety audits, but checks the 
safety of designs internally as does the PIU and MPWT. The CDR 
is also responsible for the Beirut Urban Transport Development 
Project (funded by the WB) and also the Management Support 
Consultants, MSC-PW project, funded by the EC. 

In 2002, YASA has developed joint reports and public 
awareness campaign with CDR about safety in road construction 
zones.

From 2006 to 2009, YASA has developed joint reports and 
public awareness campaign of the UTDP with CDR.
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Yasa Collaboration with Media in Lebanon
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• The Lebanese Parliamentarian Committee for Public 
Works and   Transport: (PCPWT)

For a new traffic law

Given the age of the current Lebanese traffic law and YASA’s 
struggle and commitment of doing everything that would preserve 
public safety, YASA continues its efforts to create a new traffic 
law which takes into consideration the development of present 
transport sector and to benefit from international experience for 
the development of traffic safety in Lebanon.

 
The legislative authority has a leading role in protecting people 

and preserving their rights. For this reason, YASA visited a large 
number of Lebanese deputies and discussed public safety issues. 
While some showed interest and desire towards improving the 
traffic situation, others were not concerned. MP Mohammad 
Kabbani, head of the Parliamentary Committee for Public Works, 
Power, Water and Transport (PCPWT), showed strong interest 
in protecting people and preserving their rights and persisted to 
improve public safety in all its aspects.

In 2002, the cooperation between YASA, SRF, and PWPWT 
began and extended to 2007. As a result, YASA participated in 
the workshops that were organized by the committee around the 
following issues:

- Reorganization of road transportation in Lebanon.
- Preparation of a new traffic law.
- Suggestions for a new driver’s license.
- Dangers of disasters and group accidents.

After lengthy discussions, YASA received a letter from the head 
of the parliamentarian committee for PWPWT emphasizing the 
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committee’s will that YASA studies the current traffic law in detail 
and suggests the necessary amendments to suit the country’s 
needs.

YASA accepted the challenge and submitted its final proposal 
draft of the new traffic law to MP Kabbani on June 2, 2005.

On January 9, 2004 and during the fifth national conference 
which was organized by YASA under the patronage of the 
Lebanese President, MP Kabbani emphasized the important 
role that YASA, syndicates, and other community service 
organizations play in protecting people and establishing a more 
civilized society.

Today, after great strides have been made in the preparation 
and revision of the new traffic law which is in its final stages, 
and where YASA regularly participates in meetings of the 
Parliamentarian Committee for Public Works and Transport,

YASA renews its commitment to continue working until the 
new traffic law becomes a reality, and emphasizes its support to 
anything that might raise the level of road safety.
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YASA Collaboration with the Parliamentarian committee
for public works and transport
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•  Collaboration between YASA and the Lebanese Army

On March 4, 1999, President of YASA Mr. Ziad Akl received an 
invitation to organize lectures for the trainees of the Lebanese 
Army at the Lebanese Army Training Institute in Werwar. This 
was followed by organizing more lectures in order to reach more 
trainees in the Lebanese Army members all around the country 
such as in Fayadieh, Maritime Military bases in Beirut, Jounieh 
and Mastita, Lebanese Army Institute in Baalbek and others.

Several meetings were organized between YASA members 
and the Army Commander General Michel Sleiman at his office 
in Yarze.   General Sleiman continuously encouraged YASA’s 
involvement with the army and showed commitment to strengthen 
this collaboration in order to increase safety awareness. These 
meetings also led to the organization of many lectures about 
water safety for the Lebanese Army Water Base Units.

So far, more than one hundred thousand soldiers in the 
Lebanese army participated in those lectures and received more 
than two hundred and fifty thousand brochures prepared and 
published by YASA.

YASA confirms its commitment in collaborating with the 
Lebanese Army in order to increase public awareness about the 
importance of safety promotion and injury prevention.

YASA’s collaboration with the army can be summarized by the 
following activities:

- Participated in the preparing and editing of one page A3 Size 
Poster on public safety that is published bi-monthly and posted 
in all army locations.

- Organized lectures and conferences about safety promotion 
for all trainees in the military school, all new officers of the 
Lebanese Army and for all members of the military service of the 
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Lebanese Army (More than 100, 000 individuals).
- Organized more than 65 conferences about safety promotion 

for all trainees in the military school.

YASA Collaboration with the Lebanese Army
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•  Cooperation with Civil Society Organizations: 

Since it established in 1996, YASA built extensive partnerships 
with civil society organizations that are based in Lebanon and 
in neighboring countries. YASA participated in thousands of 
joint activities with NGOs, Orders  and Syndicates in order to 
spread public awareness about safety promotion and injury 
prevention. YASA exploited these partnerships and interventions 
by organizing national conferences and conventions that raised 
recommendations to decision makers on local, national and 
international levels. 

YASA has followed up these recommendations with all the 
partners (Media, Universities, Municipalities…), in our meetings 
with decision makers, proposing new legislations, sit-ins and 
demonstrations with parents and victims of preventable injuries. 

Some of the established partnerships by YASA and  the non-
profit organization: 

-    Agha khan in Syria, especially in Salamiya city, about 
raising public awareness about road safety especially about the 
helmet use. 

-    The Islamic Center of Aisha Bakkar in Beirut Lebanon 
-    The Automobile Importers Association in Lebanon
-    Syndicate of professional nurseries in Lebanon
-    European Federation of road traffic victims (FEVR)
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•    YASA’s ongoing partnership with the Lebanese Internal 
Security Forces:

Over a Decade of Safety Promotion
Over the years and in an effort to reduce traffic tragedies, 

YASA continues its collaboration with the Internal Security 
Forces (I.S.F.) in order to help implement the traffic law and 
hence reduce traffic injuries in Lebanon.

 
Many representatives from the I.S.F. participated in the 

several national conferences which were organized by YASA 
and where under the patronage of the Lebanese President. 
These representatives had a vital role in the discussions and 
the formulations of the recommendations of the conferences. In 
addition to this active participation, many I.S.F. representatives 
also participated in hundreds of activities organized by YASA 
throughout the country.

This collaboration led to the establishment of a solid relation 
between I.S.F. and YASA, thus facilitating networking, exchange 
of information as well as the sharing of experiences.

Several meetings were held between YASA members and the 
Director General of the I.S.F. General Achraf Rifi at his office. 
General Rifi continuously encouraged YASA’s involvement with 
the I.S.F. and showed commitment to strengthen this collaboration 
in order to increase safety awareness.

YASA organized numerous lectures for thousands of I.S.F. 
members in its efforts to improve the relation between the police 
and the citizens.

Since 2005, YASA, in collaboration with I.S.F., organized 
several workshops and seminars. Lots of governmental and 
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non-governmental organizations participated and discussed the 
following subjects:

- Urban Transport Development in Lebanon.
- Launching the book entitled “Traffic Safety in Lebanon”.
- The French experience in dealing with traffic problems: How 

can Lebanon benefit from the French experience to improve 
traffic safety

- The importance of implementing the “points system” in the 
driver’s license to improve traffic safety.

YASA also collaborated with SRF, Amideast, and USAID to 
prepare a brochure, a poster, and a study entitled “Towards a 
Better Relation between the Police and the Citizen”.

In addition, YASA has partnered with SRF and LFPC in a 
continuous campaign aiming to educate people about the 
emergency number 112 by:

- Printing it on more than three million brochures.
- Organizing media campaigns aiming to educate people about 

emergency numbers.
- Spreading knowledge of these numbers in the various 

activities of the organization.
YASA confirms its commitment in collaborating with the I.S.F. 

in order to increase public awareness about the importance of 
safety promotion and injury prevention.
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YASA Collaboration with the Lebanese Police
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YASA Visits to the Lebanese prime Ministers.
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YASA Conferences at UNESCO Palace
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YASA Visits to the Presidents
of the Lebanese Republic
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- Collaboration with schools:

Since its foundation, YASA has been organizing activities as 
well as informational and educational conferences in public and 
private schools. In addition, YASA has participated in introducing 
public prevention in the new National Education program.

In 1999, the Ministry of Education officially declares YASA as a 
partner, what prompted many schools to collaborate with YASA 
in organizing annual activities in schools in order to reduce all 
types of trauma.

YASA strategy for schools work is based on the following 
points:

1- Traffic Safety Educational Garden (TSEG) for students 
between        6 and 13 years old

2- Prevention of domestic accidents
3- Prevention of water related injuries
4- Educational conferences for primary, complementary and 

secondary classes in different schools with the participation of 
more than 150,000 students.

5- The participation of students in competitions, followed 
by distribution of prizes during the Congress organized by the 
YASA.

6- Distribution of flyers and posters by YASA
7- Participation in scientific meetings organized by the 

directorates of schools
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• Collaboration with universities:

As it’s already mentioned, the club «Les Amis de Tarek» was 
the first academic activity of YASA.

Since its foundation, YASA organized many conferences in 
different universities in Lebanon succeeded by the distribution of 
a large number of flyers on road safety issues. 

This has pushed students to participate in many campaigns on 
road safety prevention focused on the following points:

1- Organization of more than 50 research (projects and 
theses) to identify the causes of accidents as well as to prevent.

2- Distribution of millions of flyers in universities
3- Recruitment of volunteers whose aim is to preserve 

human life
4- Exhibition in cooperation with the Ministry of Interior and 

Municipalities in all universities.

• International Collaboration

YASA International has signed various Memoranda of 
Understanding – MOU, among which we have with:

•  World Health Organization – WHO EMRO.  This MOU has 
covered the cooperation in various safety issues among which 
Road Safety Research.

• UN – ESCWA:  This MOU included the cooperation with 
ESCWA in several activities that were organized in the region 
for the occasion of the UN Global Road Safety Week that took 
place between 23 and 29 April 2007 and partnerships in all UN 
activties.

•  Many Ministries of Transport
•  MOUs with various Lebanese regional and reorganizations 
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who work on road safety promotion

YASA is   member in the European Federation for Road Victims 
–FEVR and has participated in many FEVR activities in Austria, 
Luxembourg, Belgium, the Netherlands. 

YASA has also wide cooperation with Karolinska Institute 
in Stockholm, the European Union Delegation, EUROMED 
partnerships, the World Bank, many road safety associations 
such as the French association.

Services

The various YASA Training program includes: Traffic signs 
and road signs, Defensive driving techniques, Loading Patterns, 
Alcohol and drug abuse prevention and education on Basic First 
Aid principles and CPR.

YASA’s work targets mainly the following:
- Children Safety
- Pedestrian Safety
- Road and Infrastructure Maintenance
- Alcohol Abuse and Risk of Fatigues
- Vehicle Safety: Car, Trucks, Motorcycles and Bicycles
- Improving the driver education and licensing
- Improve rescue and emergency system
- International Cooperation for safety promotion and injury 

prevention
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An active member of the FEVR

Since 2005, YASA is a relevant active member of the European 
Federation of Road Traffic Victims (Fédération Européenne des 
Victimes de la Route)

FEVR’s main aims are to offer support and help to road 
crash victims by providing free emotional, practical and juridical 
assistance, but also to contribute to road safety by highlighting 
road danger and the causes of crashes in order to influence 
institutions and authorities towards implementing and enforcing 
road safety measures far more effectively.

The Federation is composed of national European associations 
of road traffic victims, including families of those killed and 
disabled, and has links to similar associations worldwide (www.
fevr.org).

YASA is one of the biggest international partners of the FEVR, 
and indisputably their main reference in the Middle Eastern 
region. As a matter of fact, YASA participated in numerous 
congresses organized by the FEVR in European countries 
such as Austria, Spain, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Switzerland, 
Greece, Italy and Belgium. In September 2011, a congress has 
been organised in Beirut by the FEVR, and YASA. Around twenty 
European delegations came in Lebanon to participate in a major 
conference about safety awareness. In a nutshell, to spread 
awareness among highly motorized countries about the situation 
in Europe and in the Middle East.
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